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Meningitis
concerns grow
by Sean Hayes

Meningitis can spHgd in
kissing or sharing ci

By Sean Hayes
ASST. COMMENTARY EDITOR
For the second time in four years, a
Piagentini will rule the Fairfield University Student Association.
On April 10th, following in his
brother Mike's footsteps, Joe Piagentini
was declared the winner of the FUSA
Presidential Election.
"I'm very excited," the new president-elect said. "I want to thank my campaign managers and everyone who voted
for me."
The results were announced at approximately 9:30 p.m. on a week ago
Tuesday night, after some delays caused
by the lack of audio for the feed to be
broadcast to the student population.
When the results were announced,
Piagentini was declared the victor by 25
votes. His total was 560 votes, compared
to Michael O'Donovan's 535. Despite
his loss, O'Donovan still remained upbeat.
"I feel awesome. We worked really
hard and got a vote that's never taken a
part in FUSA-apathy." O'Donovan continued, "Joe ran a great campaign."
The announcement capped a two-

s, including
and drinks.

week blitzkrieg of campaign posters,
door-to-door greetings and a controversy
that seemed out of place in a student
government campaign.
The roster of three presidential candidates became two when Amanda Betz
was forced to withdraw from the race due
to questions surrounding her GPA.
While Betz seemed to be the early
favorite to win the presidency, her withdraw and eventual endorsement of
Michael O'Donovan did little to change
the outcome.
Alumni Hall was filled with supporters, yet most were predominately
supporters of Piagentini. Amanda Betz
was in attendance, holding O'Donovan's
hand until the results were read.
In the other top races, Bridget
Hennessey bested Paul DeSena by 94
votes to win the Vice President of Programming. Hennessey's total was 555
votes; DeSena's 461 votes. Running unopposed, Adam Sheehy was elected
Vice-President of Senate with 699 votes.
This year's election brought 1,100
students to the polls. Election Commissioner Ed Hertwig '02 said that this was
"pretty on par" considering the lack of a
localized campus center to act as a voting hub.

A second Fairfield University student has contracted the sometimes-fatal
disease meningitis, according to university officials.
In the e-mail to the university community, Director of Student Health Services Anne Cole, R.N. stated: "a second
Fairfield University student, a female
off-campus resident, has been diagnosed
with meningococcal disease."
The University Health Center suggests that anyone who was present at the
SBRA "Mock Wedding" or Beirut tournaments and shared cigarettes, eating
utensils or drinks should immediately
contact the health center or their local
physician.
The announcement comes one week
after the first campus declaration that a
student had contracted meningitis, a disease that can result in paralysis or death.
The university has not released
many details behind the new case. The
only information known is that this case
involves a female off-campus resident.
This university announcement
thickens the trouble caused by the disease, as the first case involved a resident

of the townhouses, while this case involves an off-campus resident. Further
complicating matters was that most Fairfield students returned home after the
announcement for Easter Break.
A sign of the seriousness of the
event is that the university sent a total of
six e-mails to student accounts, and left
a voicemail on all university students'
phone mailboxes.
Fortunately both students are making great progress. A health center official has said that both are doing well.
According to the official, one student has
returned home and the other will be
home soon.
The university is not alone in this
problem. Six Northeastern University
students have contracted the disease in
the last 10 days, according to The Boston Herald. Furthermore, LaSalle,
Lehigh, and die University of Notre
Dame have all had meningitis scares
since the beginning of the year.
Meetings were held Monday night
in both the residents' halls and Quick
Center to educate all students about the
disease.
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Envy goes both ways.

by Kevin Lardner
April 2 .
5:51 p.m. - Disorderly conduct was reported in a residence hall. A
male student was observed throwing water balloons from a lounge
window. The suspect was apprehended and referred to Judicial.

THE

VAGINA

6:03 p.m. - A Fairfield Prep students wallet and lacrosse equipment
was taken from the RecPlex.
April 7
12:53 a.m. - Security received a fireworks complaint. Fireworks were
reportedly thrown from a window of a residence hall. The suspect
was identified and the case has been referred to Judicial.

MONOLOGUES
A BONA FIDE

2:05 a.m. - Possession of drug paraphernalia was discovered while
Security investigated a noise complaint.
4:11 p.m. -A student reported that his vehicle had been vandalized.
Liquid detergent had been poured over the interior of the vehicle.
April 8
2:32 a.m. - Four male non-students were issued Criminal Trespass
Warnings after being found in the women's bathroom in Regis.

PHENOMENON.
SEX HAS NEVER BEEN FUNNIER

April 10
6:07 p.m. -A female student reported that a Pritchard employee had
harassed her. The employee was identified and the case was handled
by Pritchard management.

OB MORE
POIGNANT,"
THE NEUflflK TIMES
"SPECTACULAR.

AN A'"

9:48 p.m. -A student was observed throwing water balloons at fellow
students. The suspect was identified and apprehended.
i-

■'
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April 15
8:06 p.m. - A male non-student was issued a CTW after activating
one of the campus emergency phones. The suspect attempted to
flee on a bike but was apprehended by Security.
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Former SEC chairman to address graduates
PRESS RELEASE
FAIRFIELD, Conn. - Arthur Levitt,
the recently retired and longest-serving
chairman of the United States Securities
and Exchange Commission, where he
established himself as an advocate for
investors, will be the speaker at Fairfield
University's 51st commencement on
Sunday, May 20, at 10 a.m. on the
Bellarmine Hall Lawn. Rev. Aloysius
R Kelley, S.J., University President, will
award Mr. Levitt an honorary doctor of
laws degree.
Also receiving honorary doctor of
law degrees will be Sister Ann Credidio,
B.V.M., who has devoted her ministry
to helping persons affected with
Hansen's Disease (leprosy); and Daniel
P. Tully, chairman emeritus of Merrill
Lynch & Co., Inc., the worldwide financial services corporation.
Arthur Levitt was appointed the
25th Chairman of the Securities and
Exchange Commission by President
Clinton in 1993. An activist and reformer during his tenure with the SEC,
Chairman Levitt's top priority was investor protection, reflected in key successes such as reforming the debt markets, improving broker sales and pay
practices; and promoting the use of plain
English in investment literature and SEC
communications with the public.
He created the Office of Investor
Education and Assistance and held a series of town hall meetings to educate investors about how to safely and confidently participate in the securities markets. Under his leadership the Commission created a website (www.sec.gov)

which allows
as chairthe public
man of the
free and easy
New York
access to corCity Ecoporate filn o m i c
ings, and a
Developtoll-free
ment Cornumber
poration
(800-SECfrom 1989
0330), that
to 1993
enables the
and the
public to reAmerican
port probStock Exlems and rec h an ge
quest educafrom 1978
tional docuto 1989.
ments.
Before
Chairthat, Mr.
man Levitt
Levitt
worked to
worked
sever.ties beon Wall
tween politiStreet for
cal campaign
16 years,
contributions
and
and the muserved for
nicipal untwo years
derwriting
in the Air
business
Force afwhere bil- Arthur Levitt (top) will give this year's commence- ter gradulions of dol- ment speech. Also pictured, Sr. Ann Credidio and ating Phi
lars in public Daniel P. Tully will each recieve honorary degrees Beta
bond deals
Kappa
were often distributed based on cam- from Williams College.
paign contributions. His effort resulted
Sister Ann Credidio, of the Sisters
in new regulations that prohibit Wall of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
Street firms that underwrite public bonds was teaching kindergarten at the Nuevo
from contributing to the campaigns of Mundo (New World) School in
local politicians who handle this busi- Guayaquil, Ecuador, when she was first
ness.
introduced to a group of adult patients
Before joining the Commission, Mr. living in an abandoned wing of a stateLevitt owned "Roll Call," a newspaper run hospital in the city slums. Moved
that covers Capitol Hill. He also served by the deplorable living conditions of

persons caught in the vicious cycle of
poverty and disease, she began to volunteer at the hospital.
When her three-year assignment in
Ecuador was over, she returned to Chicago for a 15-month vow preparation and
master's degree in pastoral counseling
at Loyola University. But the suffering
she had witnessed led her to consider
making a lifetime commitment as an
advocate for persons affected by
Hansen's Disease.
Returning to Ecuador, Sister Ann
renovated the abandoned wing of the
hospital and transformed the slum into a
clean, comfortable living facility for 51
persons. In addition to providing medicine, home-cooked meals, educational
support, art therapy, friendship and a
chapel for prayer, the formerly abandoned wing of the Hospital for Infectious
Diseases now serves more than 250 men,
women and children each month through
its out-patient clinic. Over 200 more
receive outreach services through an "extension program" that assists those sufj
fering with Hansen's Disease in the rural countryside.
In 1994 The Damien House Foundation was formed in Chicago to help
channel tax exempt funds to the hospital. Today, Damien House offers quality care services 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. Sister Ann's goal is to develop the former slum hospital into the
training and education institute for
Hansen's Disease in Ecuador.
Daniel P. Tully spent his entire business career at Merrill Lynch, beginning
in 1955 in the accounting department.
Continued on p. 8

Beach trial drifts along
By Sean Hayes
ASST. COMMENTARY EDITOR
With eleven days to go, the fate of
Clam Jam is still up in the air as the battle
in Bridgeport Superior Court continues.
After the April 2nd hearing was
postponed, the trial resumed this past
Monday over the issue of whether or not
several townspeople will be successful
in their petition to stop the year end gathering know as Clam Jam.
Will Clam Jam happen this year?
Student Court Chief Justice and RTM
member Tim Healy thinks so.
"I'm confident that Clam Jam will
happen," Healy said. "The students have
worked long and hard to make sure it is
a safe and well run event. Once we get
to present our case (at trial), the judge
will see this."
The trial has been moving slowly.
A good deal of Monday's time was spent
in chambers arguing over procedural
rules. When the ground rules were set,
court was adjourned for the day so judge
David W. Skolmck could visit the site
of Clam Jam to have a better understanding of the case.
Tuesday's trial saw the first real
movements forward, as maps of Lantern
Point were entered into evidence and the
attorney for the plaintiffs, Joel Green,
called his first witness: FUSA President
Kevin Hayes.

Hayes spent over two hours on the
stand Tuesday afternoon, and reappeared
when the trial resumed Wednesday.
The trial concerns the complaint filed
by nine beach residents seeking (1) a temporary injunction prohibiting Clam Jam,
(2) damages, in the amount of $15,000
and (3) future relief.
One issue at hand is whether or not

the neighborhood surrounding Lantern
Point, an area with a bar, hotel, liquor store
and deli, is considered a residential area.
Furthermore, adding fuel to the already rampant firestorm between beach
residents and Fairfield students is that this
injunction comes amongst general agreement that Clam Jam has calmed since the
1996 event that brought a great deal of

attention to the year end gathering.
In 1996, there were approximately
5,000 people and 270 kegs. Yet since
this, attendance numbers and keg orders
have declined greatly to approximately
2,000 people and 120 kegs. This decline
is largely attributed to the implementation of a bracelet system and an increased
police presence

Former Fairfield students at Spam Jam 1997. Until recently, Clam Jam was preceeded by Spam Jam which was the day
before Clam Jam. One of the compromises students made was moving Spam Jam on campus. It is now known as May Day.
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Hunger Cleanup:
A rise and shine nHatix
By Chris Zeitz
STAFF WRITER
I will be the first to admit that I
SHOULD have had much more sleep
Friday night before the Hunger Cleanup.
But, I tried to have my cake and eat it
too. So when my alarm clock sounded
at 7:45 a.m. I had been in bed for less
than 3 hours. Needless to say, the lack
of sleep certainly "fogged" my mind and
I was not quite sure what to make of the
ringing of the small clock on my desk.
Fortunately my roommate, Pat Morrow '04 who also volunteered, had more
sense about him and he was able to turn
off that bad noise. And so, I drifted back
to sleep.
I woke myself back up at about 8:00
a.m. and began to consider my options.
I wanted to go, and I had volunteered to
go, but I really was enjoying ,this sleep
that I had heard so much about. Then I
thought about it and I realized that one
morning was really no big deajl, for me,
but it would be a very big help for someone else. The one thought that truly rung
in my head was that people were counting on me. So, I quite literally crawled

out of bed and went to Alumni Hall.
I worked at the Alpha House, a shelter in Bridgeport. They needed some serious "Spring Cleaning" in their kitchen
and it felt good to be able to help. I was
impressed by the number of students
willing to give up the comfortable Saturday sleep-in for volunteer work. It's
the kind of stuff that makes you proud
of your school.
As a Freshman, this was my first
Hunger Clean-up, but it will not be my
last. I had an opportunity to get to know
some of my fellow students and to support some very worthy causes. I hope to
see you all next year, bright and early!
One request though, please have some
coffee to greet the more weary volunteers next time.
Editor's note: This year was the
13th year that Fairfield University
was involved with Hunger Cleanup.
Fairfield won the gold awardfor the
past five years, beating 150 schools
nationwide. Half the money raised
was given tS the communities of Fairfield and B) ideport and the other half
to the National Student Campaign
against Hunger and Homelessness.

VISIT CHINA!
* Free Airfare
* Around July 5th-August 24th

* Free Room and Board
* Fee Starting at $400

www.uschinaedu.org
E-mail: Andrea Buccino or Ryan Vicino at
gate way tochina @ hotmail.com

TRUST
US.
ins credit uiifl transfer.

Fairfield students Steve Winkel '01 (I), Nicole Mercadante '01 (c),
and Kat O'Connell '02 (r), at a Habitat for Humanity
site in Bridgeport, were part of the hundreds of
students who volunteered

Classified

ADS

Loving young family in Weston. Full-time, live out nanny for our
wonderful three year old son. Flexible hours, some overnights. Salary
and transportation negotiable. Daily phone: (203) 226 - 9939.
Evening phone: (203) 226 - 9148
DO YOU WANT TO WORK IN A FUN AND
DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT?
LOOK NO FURTHER!
Leading Executive Search firm seeks a detail oriented, computer proficient individual to assist in the areas of internet research, database
management, special projects, as well to aid in supporting the company's
most strategic agendas. If you have strong interpersonal and administrative skills, an energetic disposition and a self-driven attitude, we would
like to speak with you. Please fax resume to (203) 961 - 7001, or
email ll@rmginc.net
HELP WANTED: Marketing & promotional agency seeks wellspoken, responsible individuals for promotions in Connecticut's hottest
bars & night clubs! Must have your own transportation. Excellent
Pay!!
1-888-4-Promotions / 1-888-477-6668
Mexico/Caribbean or Central America $300 round trip plus tax.
Europe $179 one way plus tax. Other world wide destinations
cheap. Book tickets online www.airtech.com or (212) 219-7000.

YALE SHIR PROGRAMS 2001
Over 100 full cources from English Lit to Economics.
lwo five-week sessions.

fei3s# lilo: uiu»w.yaiB.Bnu/sumraer 203 432-2030

SUMMER BABYSITTER! Fairfield family looking for full-time (Monday-Friday 8am -5:30 pm), responsible fun sitter for 2 boys, aged 5 and
10. Begin June 20. Must have own car, references, non-smoker, salary
negotiable. Please call 203-371-8951 after 6 pm or weekends, 203-7505453 weekdays.
LIFEGUARD/HEAD LIFEGUARD
Summer positions. Minimum qualification Red Cross Senior Life
Saving Certificate. One season experience as working lifeguard. Housing in Greenwich, CT, if necessary. Call 203-531-7480 for interview.
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After students show concern, Student Services vows to better protect students3 records
By Sean Hayes
ASST. COMMENTARY EDITOR
Fairfield Officials say they are revising the policy on releasing student
records after evidence showed that the
school may not be doing all it can to protect the privacy of students.
The changes come after a Mirror investigation showed how students could
obtain their
^^^_____^_
confidential
judicial
records from
the Student
Services Office by simply stating
their name ™"~™^mmmmm■
without providing identification to officials.
On Tuesday, April 3rd, staff writer
Alii Moonan approached employees of
the Student Services Office to request a
copy of her judicial records. The office
complied, turning over her private file
without asking for any identification.
'The office wasn't in the wrong by
giving me my judicial records, but when
I told them that I didn't have my ID that
didn't stop them from giving me anything," Moonan stated.

U =

In order to see if this was an isolated incident, staff writer Susan Keane
requested her file from the Student Services Office on April 10th. She was informed that she had no file, but managed
to obtain a letter from the office stating
her clean judicial record. All of this was
done, however, without Keane's use of
any identification whatsoever.
When questioned about these violations Wilmmm^^^,^^^^^^^^^l
1 i a m
Schimpf,
vice president of student services,
stated, "We
^~~m~~~~mmmm"
should
have requested identification."
"It's an error," Schimpf said.
"I'll make sure we correct that."
The issue at hand is the Family
Education Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA), passed by Congress in 1974
to protect students from unauthorized
record releases. Violation of this act can
lead to the loss of Federal Funding for
schools.
The "Buckley Amendment" is an
extension of FERPA and states that an

It's an error. I'll make
sure we correct that.
--William Schimpf
••

WHEN YOU

institution shall only disclose disciplinary, drug or alcohol violations to "a parent or legal guardian", the student or
teachers "who have legitimate educational interests in the behavior of the student."
Yet Schmipf did ask employees of
the Student Services Office how this
could have happened. Regarding
Moonan's incident, Schimpf stated that
the judicial officer was approached concerning her file. The officer looked out
from the office and said that it could be
released, because "she knew her," according to Schimpf.
Moonan said that a close relationship with Student Services had not been
established prior to the incident that

would allow her to obtain the records
without identification.
"I have been written up, and I have
been to the Judicial and Student Services
Offices, but no where near enough to
foster a relationship where the employees there would know me by sight."
Fairfield University, a relatively
small school by collegiate standards,
does have the advantage of a close relationship between the faculty and students, which is what might have led to
this lapse of privacy in the Student Services Office.
"If someone knows me, that's fine,"
Moonan said," but even if that was the
case, I still hope in the future that they
ask everybody for identification."
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Introducing The Spa Services:

Facials, Massage & Steam, Pedicures, Manicures, Specializing in Hair
Color, Dimensional Foiling, Single process, Corrective Color,
Contemporary Hair cutting. Creative Perms & Relaxing

2060 Post Road, Fairfield, CT. Exit 21 Off 195 Plenty of parking
Next to Side Tracks,
^ Tues;-Fri. ft30, Eve.by apj). Sat.8-5. 203-259-9452

PROVIDE THE
BEST

FAIRFIELD POLICE

THE BEST

CLAM JAM BULLETIN

SEEK YOU OUT

GRADUATE NURSE
TRANSITION PROGRAM
Our Graduate Nurse*Transition Program is beginning on June 11 and
July 30 2001. This program will provide you, the new graduate nurse,
with the opportunity to partner with a Registered Nurse Preceptor in a
work and study environment. Ttu? collaboration will increase your
competency and confidence in caring for adult acute care patients in a
variety of specialty and med/surg settings.
This 10 week post hire orientation program includes a combination
of didactic, clinical and special observation opportunities, which
will develop your ability to:
Q Interpret and integrate significant patient cues for clinical
decision-making in select patient populations.
Q Develop organizational skills in managing multiple patient
care assignments.
□ Increase competency in technical skills.
Q Develop communication/collaboration skills as a participating member of the patient care team.
□ Model characteristics of professional nurse behavior.
Q Participate in self-appraisal of personal and professional
growth.
i-l Experience the transition of a patient from the acute care
setting to the home environment with services.
You must have graduated from an accredited School of Nursing
(BSN, AD, Diploma) and have obtained a temporary Conn.
License. We also require an official transcript and 2 letters of
recommendation from your clinical instructors.
We offer a starting salary of $19.5Q/hour, excellent benefits including
health, dental, and life insurance, LTD, 12 vacation days/year. 403b,
cash balance retirement plan (paid by the hospital), free parking and
access to our fitness centers. We also have market leading shift
differentials of 15% for evenings, 25% for straight nights and 25% for
weekends. These shift are differentials are cumulative.
Please reply to John Turnberg with Ref# GN2001 at
jturnbe@harthosp.org or Hartford Hospital,
80 Seymour Street, Hartford, CT 06102.
Contact us at (860)545-2145,
fax: (860)545-2351, or
email: hrinfo@harthosp.org
For a complete listing
of openings go to
www.harthosp.org/hr
HARTFORD
We are an equal
opportunity employer who
believes diversity brings
Great Doctors Are
out the best in everyone
Just The Beginning

HosprraL

Sunday, April 29, some streets will be marked
"NO PARKING, TOW AWAY" zones due to
Clam Jam. The signs will be posted on Saturday
April 28 in preparation of the event.
Any vehicles parked in the designated tow
xoneareasa£er_6LAMApril 29 will be towed
aiihe.owjie^s expense.

TQWZQNE STREETS
Reef Road, Rowland Road, PenHeld Road,
One Rod Highway, Lalley Blvd, Edward St,
Portions of Fairfield Beach Road
At the commencement of Clam Jam, 9 AM
on April 29, streets leading from the beach
area will be one-way to the Post road. Only
residents and people parking at the Penfield
and Veteran's lots will be permitted to go
south into the beach area.
All streets in the beach area will be strictly
enforced for parking violations. All alcohol
related laws, including the open container
ordinance and possession of alcohol by
minors, will be strictly enforced.
i"f'i If
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Thank you! Fairfield Police

I

Here's another way to

procrastinate ...
the Senior Issue is back.
The Mirror is now accepting
submissions for the 2001 edition
Submissions for the
Senior Issue are
due in Box AA
by April 23.

ty^frfr f

Send in your
photos 8t 'Most
Likely To's'

today!
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Unheralded student court active on campus
flicts of interest, according to Healy. If
a friend of a justice is required to appear
in court, the justice is asked to abstain
Freshmen parking requests. Traf- from voting, because favoritism may
fic violation appeals. First time drink- play a role in the vote, said Justice Ed
ing offenses. These incidences only be- Hertwig '02. "We go by the honor sysgin to tell what kinds of cases the Stu- tem," he said.
dent Court hears every year.
The court hears as many as 100 trafThe Student Court keeps a much fic violations in one week, and these violower profile on campus than other lations have gone up significantly since
FUSA student
last year. This may be the result
government
of the lack of convenient parkdivisions, due
ing on campus, causing students
in part to all
to park where they should not.
judicial hear"It's a daunting task," said
ings being
Healy.
heard behind
Numbers have also
closed doors
doubled in freshmen parking
in the Faculty
requests. In previous years, the
Dining Room
court usually hears between 40
at the Barone
and 50 requests, but this year
Campus Cenhas already heard 100 requests
ter. The court
with more to come this semesChief Justice
also serves as
ter.
The court-has not been able
Tim Healy
the interpreter
to give out as many passes to
of the new constitution, according to freshmen as in previous year, because
William Schimpf, vice president for stu- of the lack of parking on campus due to
dent services.
the construction.
"[It] gives students an opportunity
One thing the Student Court does is
to be judged by their peers," said Tim hear first offense cases, which can range
Healy '01, the chief justice of Student from simple drinking offenses to noise
Court, which consists of a Chief Justice violations to outstanding parking tickand eight justices, mainly upperclass- ets. Last semester the court heard 54 first
men.
offense cases.
While the court can hear any case
- "Our goal is to see only first time
brought before them, it tries to limit vio- and freshmen offenders," said Healy.
lators they see to freshmen. Dealing with The court believes that if freshmen stand
upperclassmen violators can create con- before their peers for a first time offense,
By Alii Moonan
STAFF WRITER

Employment Opportunity
For New Graduates

they will be more comfortable discuss- lieve the university is overstepping its
ing what really happened.
boundaries," said Hertwig when asked
The Student Court uses the RA re- to comment of the overflow of beach
ports and violator accounts to decide what cases. "The university has gone too far
sentence, if any,
^^^^^^^^^^^^ with off campus
to give the stu- £ £ ^^^^^m^~mm
violations."
dent. Healy
Healy
[Our justices] are more stressed
said that althat the
though students qualified to do our job than administration
who violate
seldomly overdrinking rules any other members of rules a Student
on campus are FUSA
Court decision.
subject to fines,
Healy said the
the court usu- —Tim Healy, Chief Justice
court has never
ally
gives ^^— ^^^~^^^~
been overruled
guilty offenders
over the guilt or
community service hours.
innocence of a student. However, if the
Traffic violations and drinking of- administration feels as if a sentence is
fenses on campus are on the rise in Stu- too harsh or too light, they will adjust it
dent Court. Fifty five cases were heard accordingly.
in these categories last year, totaling to
Schimpf said that although a
about 300 students. In Fall 2000 alone, new constitution will be in effect for next
the court heard 53 cases in these catego- year's term, he does not see any changes
ries, which clearly shows that violations being made to the court or how it is run.
are on the rise on campus. Healy said "The basic function of the court has been
they will hear around 70 to 80 cases this consistent over my time at the univeryear, adding up to about 500 students.
sity," he said. He said the only change
The Chief Justice also reported that he sees would be the shifting of power
the court is seeing more beach offenses between the executive and legislative
brought before them in the past year. branches, and the creation of several
Healy said most of the beach cases branches within the government. This
brought before the court were for litter- will not affect the court in a big wayrand
ing and jaywalking at the beach - not he sees no significant change for the
something the court believes deserves court in the future.
punishment for on campus.
Healy stressed that all justices
"They [the administration] are get- maintain high GPA's and corrie from
ting tough," said Healy.
many lifestyles. "[Our justices] are more
Many of these cases are thrown out qualified to do our job than any other
because of lack of information. "I be- members of FUSA," he said proudly.
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Assistant/Technician
For Westport Eye Doctor
This interesting, challenging position provides a unique blend of business and
technical activities. It is an excellent opportunity to translate academic knowledge
into practical, tangible skills, Special training is given in the areas of:
- basic optics (eyeglass lenses and contact lenses)
•ocular anatomy
- physiology-the biology of the eye and related structures
■ diseases of the eye and related general health conditions
- ocular medications and contact lens solutions
-refractive laser surgery
• psychology of patient management
> business management systems
- computer applications and operations
We seek a reliable, aggressive team member who is personable, self-directed and
well motivated. We offer a secure, stable position in a growing practice, a place
where your intelligence and talents are utilized and appreciated. A full time career
building position for a new graduate.
Call 226-9426 between 9:45 A,M. - 6:00 P.M. and/ or send your resume to our
office. Our* e-mail address is evedocifterokcom FAX 226-6230
Dr. Robert L. Ross
500 Post Road East suite 280
Westport, Conn.
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Merrill Lynch's Tully to
receive honorary degree
Continued from p. 3

Within two years he was named operations manager of the Stamford, Conn.,
office.
His rise through the company was
rapid, becoming an account executive in
1959, manager of the Stamford office in
1970, and a Vice President of the firm
the following year.
Successive appointments placed
him on the Board of the firm's principal
securities subsidiary, Merrill Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner & Smith, and in a wide
range of management positions, leading
to his being named President and Chief
Operating Officer in 1985. He served
as Chief Executive Officer in 1992 to
1996 and Chairman of the Board from
1993 to 1997.
In his various management positions, Mr. Tully orchestrated the
company's shift from a product-driven

sales effort to a client-focused marketing approach. This led to Merrill Lynch's
highly successful asset-gathering and
asset-management strategy.
Mr. Tully has served as vice chairman of the American Stock Exchange
and the Securities Industry Association
and director of the New York Stock Exchange, including a term as vice chairman. He was president of the Ireland
United States Council for Commerce and
Industry and chairman of the Board of
Governors of NASD.
A graduate of St. John's University
with a bachelor's degree in business administration, Mr. Tully completed
Harvard Business School's Advanced
Management Program. He served in the
U.S. Army from 1953 to 1955.
A resident of Darien, Mr. Tully is a
member and former chairman of the
Board of Incorporators of Stamford Hospital.
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Jack Welch fields questions from students in a sharp and candid manner
By Kristen Delaney
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
With Jack Welch as Chairman and
CEO of General Electric Company over
the past 20 years, the company's stock
has increased 3000 percent, is worth over
$400 million, and is "the most admired
corporation globally by a mile," said
Geoffrey Colvin, moderator for last
week's speech.
However, while the revenue and
value has increased, the company has 30
percent fewer employees than before
Welch's inauguration.
With tickets disappearing in record
time and an abundant waiting list, Jack
Welch spoke to a packed house in the
Quick Center on April 9, initiating the
first of the Charles F. Dolan Lectures.
The speech took on the form of "a conversation", moderated by Colvin, Fortune Magazine's editorial director, and
gave the audience the chance to directly
ask Welch questions.
Ambitious, spirited, and frank,
Welch sat on the stage, at times leaning on his knees as if he would jump
off the stage, pointing his finger towards the audience to emphasize his
points.
General Electric (GE) "is a people
developing center," Welch said. "We
take people and make them better than

they thought... pump self confidence that
starts at mothers knee [and] encourage
them to dream and reach everyday."
An essential key to business advancement and success is to "be bringing in people better than you," Welch
said. "Every time you bring in someone
that is not better than you, it's a missed
oppor^^^^^^^^^^^^
tunity"
•• ~
It is
essential that
employees at
G
E
"grab
life," as
Welch
says, and
are the
best they can be - otherwise they will get
the ax. Periodically, the bottom 10 percent of GE's staff is cut.
An employee needs to have the
"Four E's": energy, ability to energize
others, edge, and the ability to execute
a plan. At all times, the employee
should be informed of where they stand,
and "removal should never be a surprise," he said. "Not telling people
where they stand is cruelty, not kindness."
"No one likes doing that," Welch
said about firing the employees. "It's

the worst part of being a leader, the most
painful part of the job." However, that's
just the way the world works, he said.
"Feeling all these other things isn't
how the way the world works," said
Welch. "Facts are that is what you have
to do in an organization."
This cutting of employees, along
with
limiti n g
their
stock
o p tions,
and
movi n g
factoid
ries to
Mexico,
has created a question regarding Welch's
ethical standing. A group of students
formed together and researched Welch
and GE's practices before his arrival to
Fairfield.
In one instance, GE was accused
that it provided for the production of land
mines between 1989 and 1993, a claim
that Welch denies. He "said that it [the
accusation] was made up by a magazine.
I don't know why a magazine would
make that up," said sophomore Sydney
Frey, who questioned Welch regarding
the issue after the speech.

Removal should never be a surprise. Not telling people where
they stand is cruelty, not kindness.
-Jack Welch

Frey explained that a proxy (or proposal by shareholders to vote for or
against a specific policy) was projected
to the company to never be involved with
anything regarding land mines again.
However, this proxy was denied, and
Frey is suspicious.
"Where there's smoke, there's fire,"
she said. "Why not make it [the proxy]
official policy?"
Additionally, some students felt
that, while Welch was passionate and
upfront about his feelings, his words
seemed to pose a contradiction. Freshman James DiGuglielmo felt that one
contradiction lay in the declaration that
GE is a company for the people, but continuously cuts its staff.
"If the corporation is about people
is it about only the best people?" he
asked. "I understand that it is cut throat
and about the best level, but if it is really a corporation about people, then take
those at the bottom of the barrel and do
something to bring them up."
However, not all students shared
these opinions. "I thought it was almost
unfair of Fairfield students to do that to
him," said senior Amy Augustyn about
students questioning Welch's ethics during the speech. "There are ethical issues, but they're not easy to solve. He
was willing to take feedback from anyone because he knew there wasn't an
easy answer."
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Are you ready for some more?
Up close and personal with the FU Dance Ensemble
By Stehanie Sierzputowski
ASST. CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR
May I have this dance?
Fairfield University's Dance
Ensemble is gearing up for their annual
performance at the Quick Center on
Saturday, April 21, at 8 pm sharp. And
boy have they worked hard for that long
awaited day...
Dance Ensemble is an organization
that is completely student run. The
members creatively and diligently
choreograph, design and teach each
other all of their own dances—just
about every member has a vast
background of dance experience.
The organization consists of five
classes- jazz, tap, ballet, modern and
hip-hop (the most popular)-and each
class has a teacher. Each teacher holds

Photo: Maria DeRuccio
Dance Ensemble performance to be April 21 at 8 p.m. in the Quick Center.
tryouts in October to pick the best of the performance that is so filled with energy,
excitement and personality, and can't help
best for their respective classes.
The most popular way to find out but want to be a part of the club
about Dance Ensemble is to attend their themselves.
Dancing is only half the fun for most
yearly show; many girls watch the
of the girls; when they're not
concentrating too hard on the latest and
newest dance, they are like a family
together.
"We're all really close, and I've made
a lot of great friends," says Jenn Shea '04.
Fairfield University has no actual
dance program, so the students often run
into problems with finding a place to
practice.
Although they usually rehearse in the
multi-purpose room in the Rec Plex about
four times each week, it's difficult for CoPresidents Jacki Silvestri and Maria
DeRuccio to schedule any additional
practice sessions, which are much needed,
especially in the weeks just before
Photo: Maria DeRuccio
The dancers strutting their stuff.

the show.
The number of students who audition
has been growing rapidly by the year,
and this year over 50 girls had to be
turned down, regrettably, for budget
reasons.
The budget for Dance Ensemble is
almost fully determined by the amount
of ticket sales that are sold at their show
the year before. Last year, their show
nearly sold out, but the members may
be holding additional fundraisers to help
stock their funds.
Tickets for Saturday's show are $5
for students and $8 for the general
public.
•

.•••

•

y* Don't miss*
the show!
This Saturday
8 pm
V Quick Center
• •

"Dance Ensemble is a great way to
wind down after a hectic day of classes
and meetings/' says Christina Clark,
'03. "We all pull together and work hard
for our performance in April; it will be
an awesome time for both us as
performers, but also for the audience."
"We would love to have our friends
there-to support us, we work really
hard for our show," adds Liz Baum '01.

Death of the neighborhood music store
Has technology completely taken over?
By Lisa Zaccagnino
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
There is no Britney Spears. Not even
"Slim Shady." In fact, there are few
artists from the Billboard 200.
Missing is the 16-year-old part-time
clerk who is in it for the employee
discount. Gone is the cellophane wrap
on compact discs and cassettes.
Instead, behind the counter is a wellversed music lover ready to dispense
advice. The customer is encouraged to
listen before buying, to browse among
the hard to find and the one you never
knew you wanted.
This was Murray's Compact Disc on
Black Rock Turnpike in Fairfield. It was
part of a dying breed: an independent

said.
mom-and-pop music
For Murray, the
store.
"You went and bought the complete
process of
But after 14 years
vinyl; you opened it,
buying, selling and
in the business,
you smelled it, you
enjoying music has
strains brought on by
been tainted. "In the
the advent of MP3,
touched it, you digested it
'70s, when you
file sharing and CD- and then you listened to it.'
walked
into a record
burners have forced
-Kevin Murray
store, it was an
Murray's in Fairfield
Owner of Murray's CD's
experience," he said.
to turn off the music
"You went and bought
for good.
the vinyl, you opened
Owner Kevin
Murray said that it was a difficult it, you smelled it, you touched it, you
decision to close his doors on March 31. digested it and then you listened to it."
Murray feels that the mentality of the
But with the Internet's new technology
came the record industry's higher list music lover has changed in the computerprices, leaving Murray no choice but to age. 'There is an entire counter culture
currently using the web that firmly
raise his own prices.
"It got to the point where I couldn't believes that everything that's out there
ask my customers to give anymore," he should be theirs and that it should be free,"

he said. "There is no sense of, well this
maybe someone's intellectual property
or what they own and copyrighted."
CD-burners are also posing a threat
to the sacredness of copyrighted
material and the neighborhood music
store. Unlike cassette recorders, burners
can copy compact discs without
sacrificing sound quality. Downloaded
songs can also be copied.
"The younger kids are growing up
to the computer age," said Murray. "It
is not anything special to them to go on
a computer, download a song and then
burn it onto a CD."
Murray said that burners put him at
a disadvantage because as a retailer, he
could only offer his customers the single
SEE "MUSIC BIZ" on p.8
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Cheers
to my girl coming back from
Italy... to Waterloo... to Bonjour
ya'all... to people who take you
in over Easter Break- thanks Amy
and Jaimie... to scamming two
Easter baskets out of one Easter...
to Bender... to my analytic paper
being finished... to M.D and the
dance thingy this Saturday night!...
to corn on the cobb... to peeps... to
sunny days in the quad... to perfect
gentlemen... to gospel music... to
ocean potion... to Last licks... to
"the cheetah"... to desert rose... to
balls... to greenie... to the hills...

to black jelly beans... to get better
Alii... to Mr. Alien... to Keri and
Melanie in Townhouse 125... to
stealing Cruz's key., to the Utility
Bill War... to family and true
friends... to baseball pants... to Easter
Candy- yummy in my tummy... to
spending time with the family... to
Dance Ensemble- good luck...to
Spingtime weather... to making
lunch... to salad and tuna... to Kimmy
D.... to Sunny D... to bananas... to
finding a clever way to hang up the
phone... to Evan's trip to Italy... to
my phallic gift from Italy... to Italian
pottery... to Honey Nut Clusters... to
Raisin Nut Bran... to finally going
grocerry shopping... to fruit salad...
to hooking-up with someone nice for
once... to onion bagels with butter...
to Village Bagels... to Kids in the
Hall... to New Kids on the Block...
to Bridget Jones Diary... to Fried
Green Tomatoes... to Stevie
Tomatoes... to Hugh Grant- I want
him... to the beautiful Chris
O'Donnell... to Biddy Biddy Bum
Bum... to toe rings... to my last layout

Boos
to Ohio jokes... to AOL's "weather
girl"- stop dissing Ohio... to people
who would rather watch Stigmata
over Nurse Betty... to the last
Sopranos... to coincidental deaths on
toilets- that's convenient... to people
who tell you that you parried with
Meningitis, but know nothing about
where or when... to Math... to
meningitis... to cellulite... to spare
tires... to flabby arms... to cottage
cheese legs... to chubby cheeks- and
I don't mean the ones on my face...
to the meningitis vaccine that does
jack... to the meningitis meeting that

1

no one attended... to no late-night
Monday party at the Mirror... to
kidney and bladder infections... to
Easter breaks that sucked... to the
biochemistry labs that never end...
to boys who jack up the heat... to
late night munchies... to people
from Ohio who actually think their
opinions count- they don't... to the
stuck-up weather girl who tries to
mess with my friends- watch your
back!... to smelly feet... to rainy
weather- what's up with that?... to
10 page papers... to actually having
to do work... to the year almost
being over... to long lines at the
Stag... to Benny Harper- who's
that?... to Seal- we hate him..v. to
Hootie and his dumb blow fish... to
nothing being on T.V.... to
Registration... to no classes being
offered... to World Diversity
classes... to feminists... to Napster...
to Clam Jam restrictions- give us a
break!... to nails breaking... to
slivers... to being broke as ajoke!...
to less Cheers and Boos... to Frank
going ape & screaming randomly...

The Cheers and Boos don't get filled by themselves (well, not always)...
send all of your rahs and blahs to mirror@fairl.fairfield.edu today!

Music biz on the fiz
Continued from p.7
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or the whole album.
"They don't need me. They don't
need Coconuts. They don't need
anybody."
Pew Research recently reported that
38 percent of Internet users, or 35 million
Americans, have downloaded music
from the Web, but a scant two percent
report having paid for it. Sales of
compact
discs
around
college
campuses
are down
four
percent.
Purchasing
habits of
Fairfield University
students
confirm this trend. Senior Vin Camera
feels Napster should be kept as a free
service but concedes that in the long run
this will hurt artists. "No one is going to
pay for what they can get for free," said
Camera.
Sophomore Amanda Martignetti said
that since she began using Audio Galaxy,
a site that provides services similar to
Napster, she has purchased fewer
compact discs from traditional outlets,
such as Sam Goody.
"Audio Galaxy is a lot faster than
Napster," she said, "and more convenient
and more affordable than going to the
store every time I like a song."
Another small independent store,
Moonies in Bridgeport, plans to sell
blank CDs in their store to meet this new
demand. "CD-burners are becoming
more and more popular," said Bill
Reppucci, owner of Moonies, at 1575
Capitol Ave.

"We have a burner right in the store
and plan on marketing custom-made
compact discs to our customers."
Some stores have avoided a decrease
in sales by tailoring to specific needs of
the music-lover. Vincent Bartold, owner
of New and Oldies Record and Tape
Center, at 2162 Barnum Ave., said that
Napster has had little affect on his
business.
"We
specialize
in strictly
oldies and
collectibles,"

said
Bartold.
"We
special
order hard to find CDs for our customers,
stuff that isn't available through
Napster."
Many Napster fans have suggested
paying for the service in order to keep it
running. Reppucci agrees. "If Pink Floyd
misses a royalty, I don't think anyone
will notice," he said. "But, some sort of
fee should be charged so that the artists
get something out of it."
Murray feels that Napster's
conversion from a free service to a
membership fee based service will solve
little. As he closes the door to the shop
for one of the last times, Murray does
not fail to point out that even a charge
of $10 a month would not have kept him
in business.
"The user will only be paying $120
for the year, the equivalent of 8 to 10
compact discs in a retail store, for
unlimited access to any file," Murray
said. "In my book that's free enough."
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www.nationalteletech.com

Teletech
Account Representative Openings
Student Work Program
National TeleTech provides personalized technical support & help
desk services, specifically designed for Residential Computer users
and Small Business

$15.00

n

Per Presentation
Presentation takes approx. 30 - 40 minutes
No minimum or maximum to qualify

Flexible Schedules /Hours Available
Earn $5000 to $11,000+ annual income, from your summer efforts,
based on individual performance
Develop sales, marketing 4 promotion skills in Computer Support industry
Sain Valuable Resume Experience or Internship Credit
Residual income for one full year while in school
Can continue part-time while in school - no minimum hours required
Openings locally, throughout all towns in Connecticut & all 50 states
Advancement opportunity to management / full-time career openings
Training provided, no exp necessary- No cost for training
No investment required - or fees involved

For interview appointment times call:

203-227-0341
Or visit our site at: www.nationaIteletech.com /careers
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1073 Nor* Benson Road
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430

News: (203) 256-6600
Advertising: (203) 256-6594
Editor in Chief: (203) 256-6529

The Mirror welcomes the opinions and
contributions of its reader:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
emailed to mirror@fairl.fairfield.edu or submitted through our
website: www.fairfieldrnirror.com. Once recieved, all letters
become property of The Mirror. There are no guarantees of
publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirrorreserves the right to edit letters and articles for
content, length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of
obscenities and personal attacks, and should contain correct and
factual information.

[ letters to the editor]

The Mirror is located in the basement of Kostka Hall

[editorial]
The more things stay the same, the
more things stay the same
"I think the police are doing a wonderful job, and I think the
students are doing a wonderful job...I didn't think the kids were
going to be able to police themselves and they're doing a good
job. Compared to last year it's night and day."
In what now seems to be an unbelievable statement, these words
were attributed in The Fairfield Minuteman on May 1, 1997 to
Kathy Siano shortly after the 1997 Clam Jam and just over a year
after the chaoticl996 edition of the event. However, Siano is now
best known to Fairfield University as a plaintiff against the Lantern Point Association calling for an injunction to stop Clam Jam
2001.
This seems like an ironic twist of events. The student body
and FUSA have worked hard to curb rowdy partying and have
responded well to the increased regulatuion of past Clam Jams, as
pointed out by Siano.
Currently, the same regulations enforced in 1997 still remain
in place for the annual event, limiting the amount of attendees,
guests and alcohol to be consumed. More importantly, as Siano's
comment illustrates, the university student body is also very capable of correcting past actions considered out of line by yearround residents.
Then why is this lawsuit necessary? Lantern Point and the
surrounding area where Fairfield students reside has been a virtual ghost town all winter, especially with newly enacted laws concerning disciplinary offenders at the beach. It appears that our
recent compliance has only gained a slap in the face.
It isn't too much to ask that one Sunday out of the year we have
a large, yet regulated, social gathering at the beach. Last year's
Clam Jam, in which not a soul could be found at The Point past
five o'clock, is evidence that we are responsible adults, capable of
having fun, while also taking responsibility for our actions. Ironically, Siano's comments prove what all university students know
to be true: Clam Jam should continue because students have, and
always will, work to make comprise at the beach a reality. Unfortunately, compromise is not enough for nine beach residents.
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Judging by the three letters we got this week,
you guys must be tired, but at least we know
you're out there.
Drop us a line!
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Crass campaigning
To the Editor:
I just wanted to sound off
about the recent stupidity I saw
floating around on the walls of
my dorm. I'm not gonna make
any friends by saying that they
were Paul DeSena's ads for VP
of programming.
His entire platform seems to
be based around bashing
Stagstock 2000, which is funny
not because of his witty wordplay, but rather because the fact
that Stagstock 2000 sucked had
nothing to do with FUSA.
Read my previous article on
it if you doubt my authority on
the subject. Members of the
Ham Channel gave up their
weekend to help staff a concert
in the middle of the quad in the
hot sun. I gotta say, it wasn't
really fun When no one showed
up, and we wasted our afternoon

setting up for something that
never happened. I also gotta say
that if you're running for an office, have at least a vague understanding of what that job
actually entails.
If you are elected, your concert or Fantastic Idea will flop
not because you planned it
poorly or for the wrong audience, but because no one here
ever gives a crap about fun stuff
like that.
Stagstock was a Ham Channel event co-sponsored by
FUSA. If you are going to point
fingers at why it was bad, start
pointing them at yourself, because the only reason it was
lame was because no one
showed. We could have had a
Yanni concert playing out there,
but if all your friends show up
and chill out with free soda and
food and play some frisbee, it's

really not gonna matter.
I don't know if and when this
will go to print. We may or may
not have Desena as our VP of
Programming already. If you're
in office, learn your damn job,
because you sure as hell don't
understand what it is. If you're
not, well, then, good. Hope to
see you taking down all those
assinine posters in my dorm.
Anyone who thinks that this
is mean should talk to all the
other Ham Channel members
who feel kicked in the junk by
DeSena's guilt-shifting slighting of Stagstock. Paul, if you're
reading this, think of all the
people whose feelings you hurt
(and votes you lost) by not"doing your homework. It sucks,
doesn't it?
Sincerely,
Luke S. Goljan Esq. '01

FUSA election unfair?
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter in regards to the recent FUSA elections, with a message to those
who may have lost: it was not
a fair election. You see just
upon my arrival at Alumni Hall
to cast my oh so important
vote, I was just as promptly
turned away and told I couldn't
vote. Why you ask? Well according to the very official
looking class list, my name

was already highlighted, indicating that I had already voted,
and of course I wasn't allowed
to vote twice. Funny, I didn't
exactly remember travelling
out of my way to Alumni Hall
twice in one day.
Perhaps it was simply human error that prevented me
from voting, but the incident
still raises questions as to the
extent to which such errors occurred and in what way these
errors might effect the election

outcome. How many others
were turned away, had votes
cast for them, or who were in
any other way misrepresented?
I suppose I shouldn't be too
surprised by this. After all if
misplaced ballots and corrupt
counting are okay on the national level, I guess it's alright
in FUSA elections, too.
Sincerely,
Francis Spina '03

Intramural days gone by
To the Editor:
By way of introduction, we
are Christopher Arena '93 and
Brian Keegan '94. We are currently employed at the National Basketball Association
and part of the efforts to build
the global NBA brand and the
sport of basketball worldwide.
In addition, we happen to be
alumnae of Fairfield University.
From random rumors and
past articles in The Mirror we
are aware that the intramural
sports participation at the university has reached an all time
low. When we graduated from
Fairfield we had left behind
such monuments as the Back-

yard Classic, Late Night at the
RecPlex, over 1,500 participants in basketball, 1,000 in
softball and 800 in flag football.
Other offered sports and events
included soccer, volleyball, racquetball (tournaments), 3 on 3
basketball, Sports Trivia nights,
etc.
Rather than bore you with
our accomplishments, we
would like to simply say, get off
your big butt and get involved!
It's much more fun to drink
when you have war stories to
tell from the days or weeks
battles. It's much more fun to
procrastinate studying by playing intramurals than it is by
playing Playstation. It's much
more fun to talk trash to Dr. Phil

"thou shall not enter the" Lane
on the court than in the classroom.
As our friend Brian Marks
and sports editor emeritus used
to inform us, intramurals was an
excellent opportunity to meet
those classmates who happen to
be of the opposite sex (hey, if
she has a' J' she can't be all that
bad!).
With facilities at your disposal that you will never in your
lifetime have the opportunity to
utilize on a consistent basis we
urge every student to get involved.
Sincerely,
Christopher Arena '93
Brian Keegan '94
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Advice for getting that golden summer internship
forgotten to insure your employment for
the summer.
You have several choices in front of
you. The first is to crawl back to the
same counselor position which you have
vowed for the last three years never to
return to, yet always find yourself with
the same obnoxious kids pulling at your
hands time and time again. The second
choice is to actually get off your immature butt and try to force yourself into
the real world... or at least the world of
internships.
Ah, the world of internships. It is rumored that a good internship could help
you on the road to success. With a good
internship this summer you could land
an even better one next summer. You'd
be building a resume, have work experience and accumulate a quality list of
references which far overshadow the one
from the women you use to baby-sit for.

By Gwen Nolan
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Tick-tock, Tick-tock. As the sand
slowly runs out of the Fairfield hour
glass, the campus is a buzz with fears of
failure and hopes of success. With one
month to go, Stagbucks are on a low as
students at the most inopportune time
find that they must cut back on their coffee in take. The necessity of facing the
future hits us once again as it comes time
to register for next years classes.
All the pressures of the last lap of
school are weighing down on us. Talking to one of your old high school buddies he asks you "so what are you doing
for the summer?" Then it hits you, while
you've been busy accumulating a near
perfect GPA and delving yourself into
school activities which make you the all
round good student, you've completely

Editor in Chief says 'goodbye'
By Paul Pennelli
EDITOR IN CHIEF
It seems like this year has rolled by
at an incredible speed, with graduation
and new beginnings nearing so quickly
for seniors. With the year nearly at its
close, it is also time for the current board
of The Mirror to step aside for
newspaper's new set of leaders. This
week's issue is the final issue that The
Mirror's 26th Editorial Board will have
the pleasure of publishing.
As editor in chief of The Mirror, I
was afforded the most rewarding opportunity that I could imagine at Fairfield.
Through my experiences at The Mirror,
I was lucky enough to work with some
of the most talented students at Fairfield
and was truly able to learn how our university functions and thrives through the
efforts of its administration, faculty and
staff.
It is true that everyone who worked
at The Mirror this year gained a great
deal of knowledge regarding college
newspapers and journalism. However,
after working for so long with the
newspaper's staff, it is clear to me that
none of them work at The Mirror for
their own personal gain. On the contrary, they put in the long hours, debated
the issues at countless meetings and
spent days working on layouts because
they desired to serve the Fairfield University community.
It is from this simple observation
that I draw what is, in my opinion, this
year's board's greatest success. Each
week, we did everything within our
power to bring truth to our readers.
Thoughjieyer perfect, our efforts to pro-

vide the Fairfield University community
(and the student body in particular) with
the facts on difficult and challenging issues never wavered. Whether it be housing problems, beach issues, U2's latest
release, Fairfield Basketball or Hunger
Cleanup, we succeeded in presenting all
the facts possible, while at the same time
allowing the student to form his or her
own opinion. This year's board has accomplished a great deal in many different areas, but it is for this understated
accomplishment that I am most proud.
Next year, The Mirror will undoubtedly continue to flourish under the leadership of our new editor in chief, Frank
Washkuch. Frank, a student leader who
has already earned the respect of our
staff, has the talent and the personal
qualities to lead The Mirror towards another unparalleled year.
In closing, I would like to briefly
thank some people whom we owe much
of this year's success. Dr. Jim Simon,
our advisor, is the guiding force for this
organization, and his influence on both
The Mirror and myself is immeasurable.
In addition, Bill Schimpf and Doug
Whiting have both taught me a great deal
about how to be both a journalist and a
leader and I appreciate all of their help
over the years. To my fellow departing
seniors Matt Payne, Brian Huben, Jen
Sehnert, Lori Rizzo, Matt Thompson and
Nicole Tramontano: it was a pleasure and
privilege to work with all of you and I
doubt that I will ever have as much fun
in an office as I did this year.
As a group, we could not be more
confident that The Mirror will continue
to grow into one of the best college newspapers in the nation.
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So now you're inspired and you're
ready to go find the perfect internship
for you. Of course you want it to be paid,
because let's face it, we all have needs.
After searching your mom and dad for
any friends they may have that could get
your foot in the door, you pull up short.
Next stop, the internet. Here you find
yourself among thousands of job
websites which offer a really cool well
paid advertising internship. Only problem is that you have to live in Minnesota. The only other jobs that are offered in your area are counselor jobs, and
that is the hell from which you were directly trying to escape.
Frustrated beyond belief you are sure
you are doomed for yet another summer
of bathing suits and peanut butter fingers. There is hope yet my friend. If
you want this promise of internship gold
bad enough you must get up and go find
it. Look in the yellow pages, call the
agency, firm or what have you. Ask them
if they are hiring for summer positions,
if they say no, ask if they know of a place
where they are. If they say they are hir-

ing, say you would like to send them
your resume and you would like to make
an appointment for an interview. If you
are unsure of how to go about writing a
resume and cover letter, make a trip up
to Dolan where the career center will be
more then happy to help you. Don't be
intimidated by these businesses.
They are impressed already that you
took the initiative to search out a job
which some of your peers would feel
uncomfortable taking on. No matter
what, don't get down on yourself. You
will most likely be turned down by some
businesses, but you must remember that
you are no worse off than when you
started. Be firm in your voice and for
god's sake, don't say "like" or^'ya know"
to the person on the other end of the
phone.
Regardless, after all your work you
can only hope that the right job worked
out for you. If your efforts prove fruitless this year, now you know how better
to succeed in getting what you want for
next summer. What's one more summer
of kick ball and braiding hair?

Mack & Hayes'
likes and gripes

Thumbs Up... %

gp

dm

^ ...Thumbs Down

Mack and Hayes would like to take this moment to state that we are no longer
holding ourselves to using "up" or "down" in this column. It's too frickin hard.

Cincinatti riots
April showers
Bob Sacramento

settling Down.
May flowers popping Up.
panties off, party Up.

Meningitis scare

fears Up. (get your shot!)

Easter candy

chow Down and feel fat.

End of semester projects 4 big thumbs Down.
Beach injunction Its clear: we're HORRIBLE kids
15 days 'til exams
Battle of Waterloo

hellsyeah.
Bonjourya'll!
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F airfield University
Jermaine Clark
observes National
suspended from
Student-Athlete Day offseason workout
Continued from p. 16

and the Norwalk Basketball Association,
participated in programs at Prospect
House and Bougous Community House,
and also were involved in the Breast
Cancer Walk at Sherwood Island.
National Student-Athlete Day honors student-athletes and the network of
parents, coaches, teachers, and school
systems who make it possible for young
people to strike a balance between academic and athletic achievement.
The day, established by the National Consortium for Academics and

Sports and Northeastern University's
Center for the Study of Sport in Society,
is co-sponsored by the NCAA and the
National Federation of State High
School Associations.
Richard Lapchick, Director of
the Center for the Study of Sport in Society, said, "Over the last fourteen years
National Student-Athlete Day has grown
to enormous proportions with over
275,000 student-athletes being honored
nationwide last year alone."

MIRROR wants YOU!
ONLINE EDITOR

The online editor maintains our website and works with the
staff to provide content, both original and from print.

To apply, call Frank Washkuch at x6600 or
x6244 or attend the next Mirror meeting this
Thursday at 6 PM in Kostka's basement.

By Matthew Thompson
SPORTS EDITOR
Junior forward Jermaine Clark has
once again made headlines off the basketball court. The 6-foot-5 Clark has
been suspended from Fairfield's off-season basketball workouts due to academic
reasons, according to Fairfield University spokesman Doug Whiting.
Eugene Doris, Fairfield's Director of
Athletics, told the Connecticut Post that
Clark is still part of the team, but is being disciplined for academic reasons.
When asked if Clark could be eligible
to play in the team's season opener next
season, Doris told the Post, "That's up
to Jermaine."
One-time MAAC rookie of the year,
Clark made off the court headlines this
season by personally guaranteeing a
MAAC Tournament Championship for
the Stags.
Clark is not the first Stag to run into

Photo: Sports Info.
academic trouble this year and jeopardize his future with the team. Sophomore Jeremy Logan was suspended for
academic reasons and missed most of the
season '00-'01 season.
Doris told the Post that Clark has
been told what he needs to do if he wants
to remain with the Stags next season.
"Obviously, with upperclassmen you
expect more from them," Doris said.

103 f*n Don't just hit the beach, hit the books this summer and you'll be on your
way to an easier fall semester, an early graduation, or a head start on your
graduate degree! Enroll in one or both of Pace University's summer sessions. Undergraduate
courses are available in the Arts, Business, Computer Science, Education, Information
Systems,Liberal Arts, Nursing" and Sciences. Graduate courses are available in Business,
Computer Science, Counseling, Education, Environmental Science, Information Systems,
Nursing, Public Administration, Publishing and Telecommunications. And four-, six-, eight
and twelve-week sessions allow for plenty of summertime living.

i

£ Pre-SessbniMay23-30
7 June Session/Jww 4-29

0

3 July Session IJuly 2-27
A

A June-July 8-week Session

11VG Summer session students
enrolled in at least 6 credits may
live on either the New York City (downtown)
or Pleasantville campuses for only $85 a
week. Amazing when you consider all you'll
be close to.. .the South Street Seaport,
Greenwich Village, Little Italy, Chinatown and
Central Park. Not the city type? Then consider our Pleasantville campus, where you'll find
swimming, jogging and tennis facilities.

register

Don't procrastinate!
Spaces are filling up
quickly. Register today in order to make the
most of your summer. For more information,
call 212-346-1927 or 914-773-3700, ext.
3096, visit us at www.pace.edu or e-mail
infoctn9pace.edu
(include ext. 3096
in your e-mail).
UNIVERSITY

Summer Session I begins June 4, 2001
Summer Session II begins July 16, 2001

\ Post-Sesskm I August 1-7

PLEASE SEND ME A PACE SUMMER CLASS SCHEDULE
.SS/: (optional).

Name:
College currentry attending:
Home address;

Fairfield

UNIVERSITY

School0/ Continuing kducJtion
fairfield, Connecticut

Contact us toll-free
at 866-FFD-UNIV, or
www.fairfield.edu/sce.

City/state/zip:
.E-mail address.

Home phone:
A-ea of interest:
Location:

3 New York City Downtown Campus
3 New York City Midtown Campus

O Graduate programs
Mail coupon lo:
Or facsimile to:

Q Undergraduate programs

Q Westchester Pleasantville Campus
Q Westchester White Plains Campus
Q I'm interested in living on canpus

Pace University, Admission Information Center • I Pace Plaa New York. NY 10038
2'2-345-!821
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UNIVERSITY
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'Trial by fire' for tennis
Men's, women's teams confident going into MAAC Tourney
By Mike Pignataro
STAFF WRITER
The men's and women's tennis
teams have combined for just two wins,
in what can only be called, a "rebuilding" year. Each team graduated three
players from last year's starting lineups, and has looked to young talent for
success this year. Freshmen, Colin
Torrence, Mike Theile and Pete
Rudden have stepped into that position
on the men's team, compiling six wins
amongst them.
"We're learning as the season goes
along, basically trial by fire," said junior. Joe Fennel 1.
Fairfield's men are led by lone-senior, captain, Jarrett Basedow.
Basedow has recorded three wins at the
tough, first-singles position. Fennell
has been the Stags' most consistent
player, picking up four victories at second-singles. Torrence has come-on recently, at number three singles, to win
four out of his last six matches. Theile,
Rudden, and sophomores, Sean
Tompkins and Mike Pignataro roundout Fairfield's singles lineup.
The Stags' have received the sixth
seed for this weekend's MAAC Tournament, in Poughkeepsie, New York.
Fairfield faces third-seeded, Manhattan in the first round, a team that shutout the Stags a week ago. The team
remains positive, however, on their
chances in the tournament.
"Going with Jermaine Clark's
spirit," said Theile, Tm going out on
a limb and guaranteeing Fairfield will
win the MAAC Tournament."

Fennell remained optimistic as well,
"We've experienced some difficult setbacks during the season, but hopefully
we can use them as a positive motivation going into the MAAC's." He continued, "Last week's match with Manhattan wasn't an accurate depiction of
how the teams match-up."
Junior-captain, Kelly DiMario leads
a very youthful women's squad, that includes five freshmen. "The freshmen
are definitely improving," DiMario
pointed out. "They just need some more
match experience."
Freshman, Andrea Suriano leads the
Stags' in wins, serving up three victories at sixth singles. Junior, Kristy

"Going with Jermaine
Clark's spirit, Vm going out
on a limb and guaranteeing
Fairfield will win the MAAC
Tournament. " - Mike Theile
Golden, and sophomores, Krissy
Fitzpatrick and Alyssa Haddad have
combined to contribute four victories in
the singles lineup.
The Lady Stags are forced to compete in the play-in round of the MAAC
Tournament this weekend. If they win,
they will have to face one of the top two
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seeds of the conference in the first
round of the main draw.
"No matter who we play it will be
tough," said DiMario. "We beatMarist,
so we know we can compete out there.
It will just come down to how everyone plays that day."
Despite the lack of success and ex-

Photos: Sports Info
Senior Jarret Basedow
and Junior Kristy
Golden in action last
week. Basedow, the
team's only senior, has
recorded three wins at
the team's first-singles
position. Golden was the
only Stag to win a singles
match in the team's
recent match with Siena.
Both teams will compete
in the MAAC Tournament, which takes place
April 20-22.
perience, the Stags' have remained confident and optimistic. "When it comes
down to crunch time," said doubles-specialist, Greg Chiarello, "We will prevail."

Take Kaplan.
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Get $100 back,
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Bittner
batters
Jaspers
Junior first baseman
Ryan Bittner hits.
in last fourgames
By Mike Pignataro
STAFF WRITER
For the second-consecutive week,
Stags' first baseman, Ryan Bittner has
been named MAAC player of the week.
Bittner hit .571 in Fairfield's four games
last week, to help improve the Stags to
10-19 overall, and 8-7 in the MAAC.
Bittner is hitting .358 on the year,
while driving in a team-best 21 RBI. He
has nine extra base hits, including a
team-leading seven doubles, along with
a triple and a home run.
Bittner saw his 13-game hitting
streak come to an end in the Stags 12-4
loss to Manhattan on Monday. The loss
also snapped the Stags five-game
MAAC winning streak.
"I didn't really think about it that
much," said Bittner on his hitting streak.
"The team just started to play really well,
and the hits just fell in there."
Fairfield took the first two games
from the Jaspers behind the pitching performances of seniors Ryan Holsten and
Steve Colcord. Holsten pitched seven
innings, striking out five and gave up
one earned run on six hits, to improve
to 3-3 on the season. In the second game
of the double-header, Colcord went the
distance, striking out nine and giving up

just two hits, while shutting out the Jaspers, 4-0.
"We got great pitching from Holsten
and Colcord," said third baseman, Sean
Toolan. "Holsten really picked up his
teammates when the defense early on,
may have let him down a bit."
Matt Ciardelli supplied Fairfield
with all the offense they would need,
when he connected on a three-run
homerun in the third inning of the Stags
6-2 win in game one. In the second
game, it was Jon Novalis who picked up
the offensive slack, with a two-run shot
of his own.
"We are starting to play a lot better," said Bittner. "We need to fit a few
more pieces together, both offensively
and defensively. We're not at our full
potential, but I think we will be soon."
The Stags travel to lowly St. Peter's
for a three game series this weekend.
The Peacocks are dead last in the
MAAC, with just two wins all year.
"We should sweep St. Peter's this
weekend," said Toolan. "It would be big
for us to get the sweep. It would put us
in good shape for the rest of the season
and get us ready for the MAAC Tournament."
\Fairfield hosts Rhode Island, in a
non-conference game, today at 3:30.

Photo: Sports Info
Junior catcher Sean Easton and the baseball team are 8-7 in the MAAC.

Student-Athletes give back
By Ethan Fry
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

SnUSsN
INSIDE SPORTS:

Our views of student-athletes at
Fairfield are commonly molded by their
activities in their sports. We think of
them shooting baskets, scoring goals, or
pitching shutouts. But rarely do we think
about the other activities that they are
engaged in, on and off the campus.
On April 6 and 7, student-athletes
from a variety of sports participated in
several community service projects in
the Fairfield area, both for National Student-Athlete Day as well as Fairfield
University's Hunger Cleanup.
Stephanie Holland, a junior and cocaptain of the field hockey team, said,
"The whole team participated in a habitat for humanity project by painting a
house in Bridgeport. We also participated in hunger cleanup by going to a

Men's and women's tennis compete in
this weekend's MAAC Tournament
See p. 15.

homeless shelter in Stamford and cleaning the whole thing, inside and out."
Jessica DeMarco, a junior on the
women's crew team, was enthusiastic
about the team's community service
project, saying, "We had a race on the
day of hunger cleanup, but the whole
team is doing a beach cleanup on Sunday, April 22nd, and a lot of our players
are also involved in the "Rock N Jock"
softball game on the 19th."
Fairfield student-athletes also
participated in a number of other
projects, including building playgrounds
at Sherman Elementary School, St.
Anne's School, and McKinney School,
as well as collecting toys for the
Children's Ward at Yale-New Haven
Hospital.
Student-athletes also put on clinics at the Wakeman Boys and Girls Club
See "Fairfield" on p. 14

Junior Jermaine Clark academically ineligible
for off-season hoops workouts.
See p. 14.

